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Abstract: One type of polymeric heat exchanger is polymeric hollow fiber heat exchanger (PHFHE). 
PHFHEs use polymeric microchannels as the heat transfer surface. The main purpose of this work was to 
determine an optimal arrangement of polymeric hollow fibers inside a PHFHE shell-and-tube type. The 
object of study were two PHFHEs which consist of a polymeric hollow fibers with an outer diameter of  
0.8 mm and inner diameter 0.65 mm. PHFHE-1 fibers were parallel to the liquid flow and in PHFHE-2 
fibers were twisted by an angle of 22.5°. The heated working fluid flowed in the shell of PHFHEs and cooling 
water was inside the hollow fiber. Heat transfer coefficients on the outer surface of hollow fibers were 
obtained experimentally. It was shown that PHFHE-2 has 12.5% higher overall heat transfer coefficient 
comparing with PHFHE-1.    
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1. Introduction 

In different fields, such as heat recovery system, evaporative cooling system, desiccant cooling system, 
electronic device cooling and water desalination system (Chen, 2016) the polymeric heat exchangers is 
becoming more and more popular. Krasny (2016) made a comparative study of a polymeric heat 
exchanger and a metal finned tube heat exchanger intended for an use as an automobile radiator and 
showed that the thermal performances of polymeric heat exchanger were commensurable to the metal 
one. 

Such a property of polymeric heat exchangers as the corrosive resistant makes the possibility to use them 
in chemical industry. (Jia et al., 2001) presented an experimental study on the heat transfer performance 
of wet flue gas heat recovery system using a plastic longitudinal spiral plate heat exchanger.  

Another important advantage of polymer heat exchangers is that their production uses less energy than the 
production of metal heat exchangers (Zarkadas, 2004). Low weight, smooth surface, simplicity of shaping 
and producing, resistance to fouling it are another significant advantages of plastic heat exchangers 
(Astrouski, 2015). 

Polymeric hollow fiber heat exchanger (PHFHE) (Fig. 1) is one of the different types of polymer heat 
exchanger (Astrouski, 2012). Using thin-wall polymeric hollow fibers as heat exchanger tubes was first 
proposed by Zarkadas (2005) as a new type of heat exchanger for lower temperature/pressure 
applications. This heat exchanger utilizes polymeric microchannels as the heat transfer surface. The outer 
diameter of these microchannels is smaller than 1 mm. The heat exchanger is made of hundreds of such 
fibers, which result in a very large heat transfer area compared to the size of the entire heat exchanger. 
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Fig. 1: Polymeric hollow fiber heat exchanger  

2. Experimental section 

The aim of this work was to investigate the influence of heat transfer on the outer surface of the hollow 
fibers on the overall heat transfer coefficients of the PHFHE. 

Equation (2) was used to describe the heat transfer coefficient dependence on the thermal resistance: 

  
 (2) 

where α is the heat transfer coefficient.  

Total thermal resistance of heat exchanger can be presented as a sum of the resistances: 

 Rtotal =  Rin+ Rwall+ Rout (3) 

where Rin is the thermal resistance of the heat transfer from the hot fiber wall to the fluid inside the fiber, 
Rwall is the thermal resistance of the fiber wall, Rout is the thermal resistance of the heat transfer from the 
hot medium outside the fiber to the fiber wall. 

Each fiber can be considered as a capillary tube and the heat exchange inside the tubes with a diameter 
smaller than 1 mm is very intensive (Fig. 2), and does not depend on flow rate inside a fibers. So Rin can 
be considered as a constant for the given type of PHFHE. Rwall depends on the wall thickness. For this 
PHFHE hollow fibers with a wall thickness of 0.075 mm were used. Such a value was determined by 
strength properties of fibers. Further reduction in wall thickness would adversely affect the reliability of 
the heat exchanger. So, for this type PHFHE the value Rwall can also be considered as a constant. That is 
why the main attention in this paper will be focused on the intensity of the heat transfer on the outer 
surface of the fibers Rout.  

 

 

Fig. 2: Dependence of heat transfer coefficients on the tube diameter 
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Two heat exchangers shown in Fig. 3 were tested in the frame of this work. Heat exchangers were 
constructed as shell-and-tube with a water as a working fluid. Hollow fibers were made of polycarbonate. 
Potting area diameter of the shell was equal to 40 mm. The water temperature inside the fibers was equal 
to 27 °С, and the temperature of water flown around the hollow fibers was set as 80 °С. The liquid flow 
rate inside the fibers was 660 l/h, and the fluid flow rate in the shell varied from 200 to 1000 l/h. 

In order to increase the PHFHE efficiency, the method of increasing heat transfer coefficients on the outer 
surface of hollow fibers by changing the hollow fibers orientation inside the heat exchanger was 
considered. One variant of such optimization was described by Yan (2014), author used a mesh inside the 
heat exchanger for hollow adjustment. In our work two variants of hollow fibers position were studied: in 
PHFHE-1 fibers were parallel to the liquid flow and in PHFHE-2 fibers were twisted by an angle of 
22.5°. Fibers amount of potting area for PHFHE-1 was 30% and the heat transfer area was 0.52 m2, for 
PHFHE-2 these values were equal to 33% and 0.54 m2 correspondently.  

   
Fig. 3: PHFHE-1 and PHFHE-2  in stainless steel shell (left) and the insert of the PHFHE  

with twisted fibers (right) 

3. Results and Discussion 

The dependence of the PHFHE overall heat transfer coefficients on the liquid flow rate in the shell is 
presented in the Fig. 4. It can be seen that at low flow rates the heat transfer coefficients are almost the 
same. However, the heat transfer coefficients for the PHFHE-2 with twisted hollow fibers are more than 
10% higher compared with the PHFHE-1 with non-twisted fibers with the increasing liquid flow rate over 
800 l/h. At the liquid flow rate of 1000 l/h overall HTC for PHFHE-2 achieve the maximum value of 
1091 W/m2K, wherein the maximal heat transfer coefficient of the PHFHE-1 was 970 W/m2K. 

 

 

Fig. 4: Overall heat transfer coefficient of the PHFHE1 and PHFHE2 (left). Differential pressure of 
the PHFHE1 and PHFHE2 (right).  

22,5° 
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Such an increase in overall HTC for the PHFHE-2 with twisted hollow fibers can be explained by the fact 
that the declination of the hollow fiber axis with respect to the liquid flow in the shell leads to the liquid 
flow turbulization and as a consequence to the heat transfer coefficients on the hollow fibers outer surface 
increase.  

Moreover, the pressure losses for both of heat exchangers were absolutely identic as can be seen from the 
Fig. 4. 

4. Conclusions  

In this paper, the effect of the hollow fibers arrangement inside the polymeric heat exchanger on the 
overall heat transfer coefficient was studied. Two samples with different hollow fibers orientations were 
tested: in PHFHE-1 fibers were parallel to the liquid flow and in PHFHE-2 fibers were twisted by an 
angle of 22.5°. 

The overall HTC of PHFHE-2 with twisted hollow fibers achieved a maximum value of 1091 W/m2K and 
for PHFHE-1 with fibers parallel to the liquid flow a maximum overall HTC was equal to 970 W/m2K. 
Twisting of the fibers led to the increase of the overall heat transfer coefficient by 12.5%, while the 
pressure losses in the heat exchanger remained the same. It should be noted that the active heat 
exchanger’s areas were almost the same for both of the heat exchangers. So, the method of twisting 
hollow fibers inside the PHFHE results on the heat exchanger efficiency increase and can be applied for 
producing the shell-and-tube PHFHEs.  
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